Harvey Milk Dinner graphic (EID: fiwnfg7t7c)

This dark blue, starry night-themed graphic starts with white, centered text: "LGBTQ+ Student Alliance at IUPUI Presents."

Below that, in large gold text, it reads: "looking backward, moving forward."

Below, in small white text, it reads: "A story worth fighting for."

A circular design in gold houses the number "10th" in dark blue, and the text next to it reads: "Harvey Milk Dinner."

Below in smaller white text reads: "featuring."

And following in larger gold text, the graphic reads: "Margaret Cho" -- the name of this year's speaker.

Next in white text, it reads: "October 12, 2019. JW Marriott. Doors open at 6 PM for entertainment and an art showcase. Program begins at 6:30 PM."

In the bottom-left corner of the graphic, the Indiana University Bicentennial logo is placed, with the IU trident in red and white on the left-hand side, with the words "200 years" placed under the trident.

In the bottom right corner of the graphic is a black-and-white, and slightly transparent, image of Harvey Milk.